FERRARA · The city walls of Ferrara
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Distance

3,050

Cross both Via Barriere e Viale Cavour, turn
right crossing Via Ortigara, then carry on
left along the cycle lane to the left side of
Viale IV Novembre.

9,130

Torrione di San Giovanni. Piazzale San
Giovanni. Cross Corso Porta Mare e turn
left, then right and up the slope onto the
earthwork of the walls.

3,380

Go straight over the crossroads with
Via Cassoli and carry straight on along
the cycle lane to the left side of
Viale IV Novembre.

10,720

Leave the cycle/pedestraian path and
continue along Via Orlando Furioso
alongside the walls.

3,530

Go straight across the crossroads with
Corso Piave and continue straight on
along the cycle lane to the left side of
Viale IV Novembre.

11,020

At the crossroads with Via Azzo Novello
turn onto the cycle lane to the right and
go through the passage under the walls.

4,000

Leave the cycle lane and go left along
Via Giuseppe Agnelli.

11,140

Parco Urbano G. Bassani.
Cross Via Bacchelli and continue right
along the FE202 cycle path along the canal.
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0,000

Depart: Piazza Savonarola.
With the moat of the Castello Estense to
your left, turn left, to the north, on Corso
Martiri della Libertà.

4,200

Go left along Corso Isonzo.

11,700

Keep straight on along the FE202 cycle
path, crossing the access road to the
swimming pool.

0,120

Go straight over the crossroads with Corso
Giovecca and keep straight on along Via
Borgo dei Leoni.

4,330

Go to the right onto Rampari di San Paolo,
alongside the bus station.

12,140

Go left along the FE202 cycle path, to the
left of Via Gramicia.

0,200

Pass the junction to your left with Via
Padiglioni and keep straight ahead along
Via Borgo dei Leoni.

4,470

Once past the bus station, turn onto the
cycle lane to the right.

12,350

Cross Via Gramicia, and take the FE203
cycle path towards Francolino.

0,280

Chiesa del Gesù.
Go left across Piazza Torquato Tasso.

5,070

Cross Via J.F. Kennedy and then the area
in front of Porta Paula. Next cross Via
Donatori di Sangue, and go straight on
onto the path under the walls.

13,070

Cross Via dei Calzolai and continue left
along the FE203 cycle path.

0,330

Go right, along Corso Ercole I d'Este.
Palazzo di Giulio d'Este (0.480 km).
Palazzo dei Diamanti (0.650 km).

5,890

Porta San Pietro.
Go along the path under the walls
(dual use cycles and pedestrians).

13,840

Go across the crossroads with Via Conca
and continue along the FE203 cycle path.

0,660

Go straight over the crossroads with Corso
Porta Mare / Corso Biagio Rossetti and
carry straight on along Corso Ercole I d'Este.

6,070

Carry on, keeping left along the
cycle/pedestrian path under the walls.

13,950

Go past the junction with Via dei Gladioli
and continue along the FE203 cycle path.

0,910

Go across the crossroads with Via
Arianuova / Via Guarini and go straight on
along Corso Ercole I d'Este until you get to
the walls.

6,670

Coming out of the area immediately below
the walls, go onto the cycle lane to the side
of Via Daniele Bartoli and then cross Via
San Maurelio and Viale Alfonso d'Este.

14,540

Cross Via dei Calzolai and continue along
the FE203 cycle path.

1,430

Porta degli Angeli.
Mount up onto the walls and go left on
the cycle/pedestrian path.

6,750

At the beginning of Viale Marco Polo go
left and back onto the cycle/pedestrian
path under the walls.

17,000

At Francolino cross Via dei Calzolai and
the crossroads with Via Fossa Lavezzola,
continuing along the FE203 cycle path.

2,890

Come down off the wall and continue
along the cycle track to the left side of
Viale Po, crossing Corso Porta Po.

8,000

Punta della Giovecca.
Cross Via Pomposa, then re-join the
cycle/pedestrian path under the walls.

17,650

Chiesa di San Marco Evangelista.
Superare l’intersezione a destra con Via
Pianelle e proseguire su ciclabile FE203.

8,450
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18.180

Cross over the junction (right) with Via
Pioppelle and continue along the FE203
cycle path.

29.210

Immediately through the walls, the cycle
path ends: turn left along Via Orlando
Furioso.

18.870

Go straight ahead at the crossroads with
Via Zerbinata and carry straight on along
Via del Calzolai.

29.510

At the end of Via Orlando Furioso turn right
onto Corso Ercole I d'Este, away from the
walls and towards the city centre.

19.230

Go over the crossroads with Via del Cristo / Via
Fratelli Patracchini and carry straight on, to
climb up onto the embankment of the river Po,
continuing left in the direction of Pontelagoscuro.

30.020

Attraversare l’incrocio con Via Guarini / Via
Arianuova e proseguire dritto su Corso
Ercole I d’Este.

23.520

At the junction with Via Ricostruzione,
turn left and down off the embankment.

30.270

Palazzo dei Diamanti. Go over the
crossroads with Via Porta Po / Corso Biagio
Rossetti to carry straight on along Corso
Ercole I d'Este.

23.900

Go right along Via Giovanni Bedani
(signposted for the FE202 cycle route).

30.760

When you reach the Castello Estense,
turn left alongside the moat.

24.830

Go left along the dirt road (signposted
for the FE202 cycle route).

30.810

Turn right along corso Martiri della Libertà,
carry on alongside the moat of the
Castello Estense.

25.590

Cross the Canal Bianco canal, and go
straight ahead on the gravel road.

30.950

Arrive: Ferrara, Piazza Savonarola.

25.840

Continue to the right along the gravel
road, following the perimieter of the
purification plant.

26.480

Carry straight on along Via Gramicia.

27.870

Carry straight on, turning onto the FE202
cycle route, along the righthand side of
Via Gramicia.

28.090

Turn right following the signs for the
centre of the city and stay on the FE202
cycle track between the CUS sports centre
and the canal.

28.520

Cross the access road to the public
swimming pool and carry straight on
along the FE202 cycle track alongside
the park - Parco Urbano Giorgio Bassani.

28.770
29.060

Turn left, cross Via Bacchelli and carry
straight on along the cycle track towards
the opening in the walls.

For the railway station (1.47 km) go
through the arches and onto Piazza
Repubblica (to your right, the entrance to
the courtyard of the castle and Tourist
Information Office), and then Via Garibaldi,
Via Cassoli, Piazzale della Castellina,
Piazzale Stazione.

